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Abstracts: Matrix structuring is a very beautiful way to place Bernoulli numbers, by which a new view to the numbers is opened. 
Natural Numbers are mathematics seeds and Natural Number System (NNS) breeds the whole world mathematically. 
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Giving s0=0 and build the below number sequence. 

si=si-1+d(i), i∈N 

Then d(i) is also s number sequence and the sum of the first n terms of d(i) can be described as below. 

∑d(i)=sn-s0=sn                                     (a) 

This Equation (a) is the seed for differentials and integrals. 

Consider d(i)=i^p, we have sn as below. 

sn=∑i^p 

By observation, the above sum of n-items can be expressed with a (p+1)’s polynomial as below. 

sn=∑ai*n^i, i=0 to p+1 

with p+2 items, and the below set of linear equations of aj are formed. 

∑ai*n^i=∑j^p, i=0 to p+1 and j=0 to n 

Which will be rational Diophantine if n<p+1 or there are solutions for ai for which at least p+2 equations can be 

formed, i.e. j=0 to p+1. And giving p, n∈0 & N and p<n, without loss of generality, it is obvious to have the 

below results. 

a0=0 for any p 

∑ai*n^i=∑j^p for i=1 to p+1 and j=1 to n                         (b) 

i.e. p+1 degree polynomial of n is enough to define ∑j^p, j=1 to n, the sum of p powers of the consecutive natural 

numbers equal to and less than n, which, the Equation (b), is the seed for Fourier Transformations. 

The above linear equations can also be rewritten as below in general. 

[rij]x[aij]=[sij] 

While i, j=1 to p+1 and rij=i^j, sij=∑k^(j-1) and k=1 to i.  

[1] 

(c) 
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e.g. (Matrices are written in a line, one row after another.) 

p=0, r11=1, s11=1 and a11=1; 

p=1, r11/r12/r21/r22=1/1/2/4, s11/s12/s21/s22=1/1/2/3 and a11/a12/a21/a22=1/”1/2”/0/”1/2”; 

p=2, r11/r12/r13/r21/r22/r23/r31/r32/r33=1/1/1/2/4/8/3/9/27, 

s11/s12/s13/s21/s22/s23/s31/s32/s33=1/1/1/2/3/5/3/6/14, 

a11/a12/a13/a21/ a22/a23/a31/ a32/a33=1/”1/2”/”1/6”/0/”1/2”/”1/2”/0/0/”1/3”; 

………… 

Det|[rij]|=∏k!, k=1 to p+1. 

[rij] is a Vandermonde matrix and [sij] is a matrix with sums of powers of all related natural numbers, and [aij] 

can be called matrix with Bernoulli numbers, which is upper triangle. So, 

Det|[sij]|=∏k!, k=1 to p. 

Because [sij] can obviously be transformed to a Vandermonde by replacing k-row with each item subtracting 

corresponding item of k-1-row, k=2 to p+1. And so, 

Det|[aij]|=1/(p+1)!. 

Giving a natural number p, the corresponding Bernoulli numbers aip (i=1 to p) can be obtained by solving the 

below linear p-equation set, i.e. j=1 to p. 

[rji][aip]=[sip] 

While rji=j^i, sip=∑i^(p-1) 

Triangulating [rij] 

Giving [rij]p of p-order square matrix, after triangulation, elements of the matrix will be transformed into below 

forms. 

r1j unchanged, j=1 to p, 

r21=0, r2j=R22j/R111
[2], while R111=Det|r11|=r11, R22j=Det|[r11/r1j/r21/r2j]| and j=2 to p, 

r31=r32=0, r3j=R33j/R222, while R33j=Det|[a11/r12/r1j/r21/r22/r2j/r31/r32/r3j]| and j=3 to p, 

………… 

rp-11=rp-12=…=rp-1p-2=0, rp-1j=R(p-1)p-1j/R(p-2)p-2p-2, 

While R(p-1)p-1j=Det|[r11/…/r1p-2/r1j/…/rp-11/…/rp-1p-2/rp-1j]| and j=p-1 and p, and 

rp1=rp2=…=rpp-1=0, rpp=Rppp/R(p-1)p-1p-1. 

While Rppp=Det|[rij]|, and 

Until here the [rij] has been transformed into an upper-triangle-matrix. And rkk (k=1 to p+1) for the above 

Vandermonde matrix [rij] can be obtained as below after triangulation process. 

rkk=k!. 

And for [sij], skk=(k-1)!, after triangulation. So, 

akk=skk/rkk=1/k, k=1 to p+1. 

And it is also not very difficult to get akk+1=1/2 (k=1 to p). 

[sij] & [rij] and Vandermonde Matrix 

After a transformation of skj=skj-sk-1j (k=2 to p+1) and s1j=1 (j=1 to p+1), [sij] becomes a unit standardized 

Vandermonde [vij]
[3] while the same for [rij] after rij=rij/ri1 transformation, ri1=i. 

vij=i^(j-1) and i, j=1 to p+1 

The determinant of |sij| keeps the same after the above said transformation, i.e. ∏k! (k=1 to p), but the 

determinant of |rij| should be multiplied by (p+1)!, which is exactly the Det|aij|. 
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By continuing triangulating [rij] and [sij], it is obvious to conclude the below result, in which the left one is [rij] 

and the right one [sij]. 

 

These are very interesting and beautiful upper triangle matrices. We can generate the both by giving their 1st 

rows, which could be seen as the seeds and the soil, simply with arithmetic adding and multiplying. 

sii-k=rii-k=0, k=1 to i-1 and i=1 to p+1 (upper-triangulated) 

s22=r11+r21=1  (sum by adding numbers’ power) 

r22=2*s22=2  (raise the power by multiplying) 

s2j=r1j-1+r2j-1=2^(j-1)-1  (sum by adding numbers’ power) 

r2j=2*s2j (j=3 to p+1)  (raise the power by multiplying) 

………… 

spp=rp-1p-1+rp-1p-2  (sum by adding numbers’ power) 

rpp=p*spp  (raise the power by multiplying) 

spj=rp-1j-1+rpj-1  (sum by adding numbers’ power) 

rpj=p*spj (j=p & p+1)  (raise the power by multiplying) 

sp+1p+1=rpp+rpp-1  (sum by adding numbers’ power) 

rp+1p+1=(p+1)*sp+1p+1  (raise the power by multiplying) 

then the two (p+1)×(p+1) matrices are completely generated. 

And the below equations about the two matrices are observed deductively. 

rkk=k*skk=k*rk-1k-1=k*(k-1)*sk-1k-1 

Considering the Equation (c), we have the below equation. 

sij=∑rik*akj (i=1 to p+1 and k=i to j, j≥i)  (d) 

i.e. 

aii=sii/rii=1/i 

aii+1=(rii+1/rii)/[i*(i+1)]=1/2, because 

rii+1/rii=i*sii+1/rii=i*(ri-1i/rii+1)=ri-1i/ri-1i-1+i=i*(i+1)/2 and i=1 to p, by iteration process in equation (a), which also 

holds for sij. 

It is not difficult to verify the below observed equations. 

sk+1k+1=2*sk-1k, k=2 to p 

rij/rik=sij/sik (k=i to j) 

sii+1/si+1i+1-1/2=rii+1/ri+1i+1=(i+1)/2 (i=1 to p+1) 
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sii+1=si+2i+2/2 

………… 

Giving a natural number p, by iteration process, a complete matrix of Bernoulli numbers can be generated with 

the below equation. 

[aij]p+1p+1=[rij]
-1

p+1p+1[sij]p+1p+1. 

Mathematics is there to be discovered and to be recognized. 

Notes: 

[1] [sij] is as below. 

 
[2] R(k)ij indicates the determinant of a k-order square matrix of the below pattern (i and j=k+1 to p), and the 

parentheses for k can be omitted. 

 
Then R0ij=1 (i and j=1 to p), R1ij=r11 (i and j=2 to p), and Rp00=[rij] (i and j=1 to p). 

[3] Giving an n-order standardized Vandermonde vij=ai^(j-1) and i, j=1 to n, [vij] is called a Unit Standardized 

Vandermonde when ai=i (i=1 to n). 
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